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Abstract

With the aim of measuring the extent to which main the macroeconomic and the finan-

cial sectors are exposed to shocks that may cause systemic failures, this paper presents

a topological network analysis using cross-sector borrowing and lending. In particular,

sectorial interconnectedness is explored using metrics of centrality and connectivity.

The economy is configured into two networks, one at a macro level and a second one at

a banking sector level. Given that the initial architecture of the network, the optimal

allocations of funds are found through a multiagent general equilibrium model and an

iterative procedure where the intervention of a Lender of Last Resort (LLR) avoids a

collapse. The role of the LLR is mimicked by reconfiguring the whole network such

that a more homogenous risk sharing improves the resilience of the overall system.

In order to verify this, the network structure is shocked through the banking system

and by using the strength of the links the simulation quantifies a domino-like effect

throughtout the network.The findings show that, besides being useful to identify po-

tential pitfalls in the interconnectedness of sectors, networks are convenient to test

how reconfiguring the links would provide resilence to the overall system. In partic-

ular, a more symmetric and dense configuration in combination with lower centrality

, renders a more resilient system and therefore milder effects on the macroeconomic

variables.

1 Introduction

Network analysis has been recognized as an interesting methodological tool for
characterizing complex interactions between agents. By modeling these eco-
nomic interactions, network analysis may better explain certain economic phe-
nomena. Additionally, an important trait of networks is that they allow to
model interconnections that otherwise would be difficult to model with stan-
dard approaches.1 A network approach to macro financial systems is particu-
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larly important for assessing stability and can be instrumental in capturing the
externalities that the risk associated with a single agent may create for the en-
tire system. A better understanding of network externalities may facilitate the
adoption of a macro-prudential framework for supervision or improved targeted
regulation.

Networks have been in economists’ minds for a while now, albeit not pre-
cisely applied to systemic risk. Recent bibliography, especially during and after
the Great Recession’s turmoil, focused on modeling interactions between eco-
nomic agents and assessing the resilience of financial systems towards systemic
risk. Following this trend, policy makers and central bankers have increasingly
grown awareness about financial interconnectedness. While many of the main
interactions within the financial system agents are somehow known, a better
understanding of them is becoming an important concern in macro-financial
surveillance.

Moreover, network techniques may have a larger scope to assess systemic risk
at different levels. Resembling a pyramid, network complexity may span from
the most aggregate level in the economy to the roots that predetermine each
stage of aggregation. At the aggregate level, it has been widely explored how the
macroeconomic accounts are linked through the traditional system of national
accounts, fiscal accounting, balance of payments, as well as central banks and
financial system surveys. Nonetheless, each of the participant agents may have
particular relations with some other parties through the credit channel, namely
borrowing and lending. These deeper linkages may carry important information
about the sensitivity and degree of exposure that different sectors of the econ-
omy may have to particular shocks. In this regard, network techniques have
been used, among others, to describe the global configuration of international
financial flows, to analyze financial contagion, and to examine the dynamics of
payment systems and interbank markets.

In spite of the broadening in research regarding the nature and causes of
systemic risk, there is not yet a unified view on how to better approach them.
This in turn has also reflected in the large spread of views, to some extent
conflicting, between how the connectedness between sectors and contagion are
related. In other words, the role that learning from the topology of a network
has in providing meaningful insights to untangle the drivers of contagion have
not reached a uniform perspective. For instance, early economic literature in the
subject, as those from Freixas, Parigi, and Rochet (2000) or the seminal work
by Allen and Gale (2000) find that a more homogenous distribution of interbank
claims improves the resilience of the system to the insolvency of any individual
bank. Furthermore, Allen and Gale, show that a more densely interconnected
financial network, risk sharing significantly reduces among members of the web
since more creditors are able to absorb the losses of a shock. In contrast to
this view, however, others have found that more dense networks may function
as negatively as well triggering acute systemic failures. Vivier-Lirimont (2006)
and Blume et al. share the view where as the number of a bank’s links grow,
the likelihood of a systemic collapse increases.

More generally, network analysis is useful to address two types of issues: the
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effect of the network structure and the process of network formation. While the
first type of question captures aspects related to overall efficiency, the second
type highlights the tension between socially desirable outcomes and the out-
comes that arise as a result of the self-interested action of individuals. Network
theories build from two methodological approaches. The first approach draws
from an overlapping literature of physics, sociology and biology. These method-
ologies are highly mechanical in the sense that they are based on topological
definitions. The second one builds on the network economics literature, taking a
micro perspective that considers how an agent’s behavior is driven by incentives.
Which of the two approaches is more appropriate to model financial networks
depends on whether financial institutions are assumed to behave strategically
or not. A microfounded (game theoretical) analysis requires that agents need
to be aware of the shape of the network they belong to and the impact of the
network on their gains. A mechanical approach that draws from the physics
and mathematics literatures can only provide cause-and-effect insights.

In view of the existing different perspectives, this paper presents a sim-
ple framework for studying the role of the financial system architecture and
macroeconomic sectors network in the system’s resilience toward events that
may lead to systemic failures. The model focuses primarily on the relationship
between two layers of networks (the macroeconomic sector and the financial
networks) and secondly, the extent of contagion through domino-like effects.
Unlike most of the literature, the model allows for reconfiguring the architec-
ture of the network by capitalizing up to n additional financial institutions. The
macroeconomic layer is then characterized optimally using a three period gen-
eral equilibrium model. In the initial date, banking sector borrows funds from
households, whom in turn may or may not borrow from the banks. Moreover,
the non-financial productive private sector perceives a liquidity constraint to
operate and has to borrow from banks. All financial transactions occur on the
following period, and by the end of the second period all contracts are expire.
The optimal allocation at this level determines the level of liquidity of the fi-
nancial sector network where interbank links are possible. The asset-liability
structure that emerges from such interbank links determines the financial net-
work, capturing the pairwise relationships between different institutions. Thus,
a bank whose current assets suffer a certain hair cut may have to liquidate its
liabilities. When a hair cut occurs, the “speed” at which the members of the
network are informed is proportional to the strength of the link between the
shocked institution and the counterparts. Depending on the structure of the
financial network, this may rigger a cascade of failures: the default of a bank
on its debt may lead to financial distress of its creditor banks, which in turn
may default on their own counterparties, and so on. These dynamics are then
replicated under the presence of a Lender of Last Resort (LLR) who decides
what is better, either to raise funds to save the system or capitalize n identical
institutions that will lend and borrow to the other members of the financial
system.

The paper explores the properties of the main macroeconomic sectors, firstly,
by means of topological network analysis. Using bilateral data on lending and
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borrowing captured from the Honduran Other Depository Survey (ODS), the
Central Bank Survey (CBS), balance of payments, and fiscal accounts, it de-
scribes the topology of the network using different metrics of interconnected-
ness (such as country centrality and network density) and assess its resilience
to shocks.

Given the complexity that networks carry, real data is used to visualize at
each step of the document some of the metrics and results, instead of presenting
in two different chapters methodology and results. The document is, therefore,
structured as follows: the next chapter briefly describes the related literature.
Chapter 3 briefly introduces the reader to the main features of a network. It
first describes what and how the links are computed, then defines two common
topological metrics, and present some graphical illustration of current networks
(for the case of Honduras). Chapter 4 presents simulations to test the resilience
that the current network has to respond to a shock in the banking sector. Next
it develops a simple model to characterize the linkages between macro sectors
and the banking institutions. The chapter ends by seeking for a reconfiguration
of the network using an iterative procedure which minimizes the bail out amount
by the LLR in case of a shock. Lastly, Chapter 5 present conclusions and some
areas of future research.

2 Literature Review

A recent but growing literature focusing on the role of the architecture of the
financial system as an amplification mechanism has it roots on Allen and Gale
(2000) and Freixas, Parigi, and Rochet (2000). These two provided some of the
first formal models of contagion over financial networks. Allen and Gale make
use of an extended version of Diamond and Dybvig (1983). They show that the
interbank relations that emerge to pool group shocks may induce vulnerabilities
in response to shocks when they are not anticipated. Although with a different
objective as this paper, Shin (2008) uses balance sheets as network linkages.
He finds that securitization enables credit expansion through higher leverage of
the financial system as a whole, which generates an externality where lending
standards lower and increases the overall fragility.

On the nature of the assets and liabilities as drivers of contagion, Allen,
Babus, and Carletti (2012) show that the pattern of asset commonalities be-
tween different banks carries hidden information that each counterpart is able
to recognize. This potentially triggers contagion and hence, the likelihood of
a systemic crisis. Also related is Castiglionesi, Feriozzi, and Lorenzoni (2010),
who show that a higher degree of financial integration, implies more shared in-
formation that leads to more stable interbank interest rates in normal times and
to larger interest rate spikes during crises.

More recently, works of Elliott, Golub, and Jackson (2013) and Cabrales,
Gottardi, and Vega-Redondo (2013) study the broad question of propagation of
shocks in a network of firms with financial interdependencies. The core of them
is a contagion mechanism based on how holdings of different agents’ assets may
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lead to contagion and failures. Unlike them, this paper implicitly assumes that
once you are in the network, every link conducts information represented by the
interbank borrowing and lending. Therefore, when a shock occurs, every agent
perceives a pulse that triggers a sequence of claims on assets to cover existent
liabilities and a cascade of failures.

Finally, Babus (2009) studies a model in which banks form linkages in order
to insure against the risk of contagion. Not unlike Babus, this document finds
that banks may insure themselves by lending and borrowing to each other. How-
ever, an important difference resides in how the insurance mechanism is derived.
In particular, Babus does not allow for a free designed network. In summary,
none of the above papers provide a comprehensive analysis of the relationship
between the topology of the networks, systemic failures due to contagion, and
the possibility of reconfiguring the network to improve resilience to shocks.

3 Networks

Two different uses for networks are implemented through this document. The
first one seeks to identify how the main macroeconomic sectors are linked within
the economy by means of a network representation. Important flow of funds are
regularly moving from one sector to another through lending and borrowing.
The extent these transactions expose a particular sector to shocks depends on
how large are the flows between the affected sector and all its counterparts. The
network representation therefore, shows a map of the current interconnected-
ness, and provides a quantification of the degree of centrality or relevance of
each sector within the system. Moreover, the second use of networks aims to
quantify losses after a simulated shock under the current network and an hypo-
thetical reconfigured net. Reconfiguring the network is equivalent to analyzing
changes in regulation or in institutional policies, and therefore it may be useful
to test how resilient the new nets are.

3.1 The Links

In order to characterize the macro level networks several market clearing con-
ditions have to be implemented. Lending and Borrowing within the economy
should add up according to the amount of resources that are available. For
instance, changes on Government Financing, 4DG

t , must be covered by do-
mestic (4DDG

t ) and foreign funds (4FDG
t ). For the lenders, these funds are

accounted as asset positions (domestic from financial system DAt, and non
financial private sector, AH!G

t as well as foreign ANR!G
t ), thus

4DG
t = 4DDG

t + FDG
t

4FDG
t = ANR!G

t

4DDG
t = DAt +AH!G

t

Similarily, the financial sector carries domestic assets by means of lending to the
Government and offering credit to the private sector. It may also be the case
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that the financial system is lending and borrowing to/from non residents. For
all these assets we might expect a liability position, domestic or foreign as well.2
In general, it is possible to distinguish to some extent, the proceedings of some
of these accounts. In particular, the network analysis will use information from
the Depository Corporations (OSD) and Other Financial Corporations (OSF)
surveys. Thus, the total foreign assets of the financial system, excluding those
from the Central Bank,

FAt = FAOSD
t + FAOSF

t

and similarily domestic assets of the financial system may also be divided be-
tween those coming from OSD and OSF:

DAt = DAOSD
t +DAOSF

t

The liability side has an analogue relation: Foreign liabilities of the financial
system will find no resident lenders and domestic liabilities local counterparts
to ensure that

FLt = FLOSD
t + FLOSF

t

DLt = DLOSD
t DLOSF

t

whenever
FLt = ANR!B

t

DLt = AH!B
t

where foreign assets from non residents to financial system is denoted by ANR!B
t

and domestic asset from non financial private sector AH!B
t . In general, flows

depicted by NR and H flows are financing through bond markets or simply
buying commercial paper.3

The liability side of the OSD and OSF may be matched to the private sector
too, for instance foreign liabilities will match the asset side of the Non Residents.
In analogy, domestic liabilities would be matched with household assets.4

FLOSD
t = ANR

t

DLOSD
t = AHH

t

We may find some other interrelations which are accounted to meet the sectorial
consistency as Figure 1 summarizes.5 The data available for Honduras was
selected to implement the contents of this document. The data was extracted
from the Central Bank of Honduras, however the calculations and selective
aggregation of data was used to simplify the calculations.

2 Equity is not considered in the formation of the networks.
3 Deposits are excluded.
4 In fact, domestic liabilites of the OSD my have OSF as counter part or Central Bank,

too. Here it is assumed that the central Bank enters only as an exogenous player, but OSF
are indeed accounted.

5 The consistency rules follow the IMF manual of Financial Programming.
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REAL SECTOR
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authorities

Private sector deposits

Monetary Authorities (local currency, stocks)

Deposit Money Banks (local currency, stocks)

MONETARY SECTOR

Fig. 1: Interrelation across sectors of the Ecomomy

3.2 Metrics

For each year where data is available an adjacent matrix, (A) is formed using
cross sector flow of funds registered in matrix (M). The first step is to quantify
topological measures to identify how central or how connected a particular node
is. The document will focus in two simple measures: Centrality (node degree)
quantifies how many times a particular node is used to move funds from one
sector to another. Density measures simply illustrate the likelihood of connect-
edness between sectors (nodes).

Country centrality

Node degree: Counts the number of connections (links) for each sector
(node). Since the aim is to work with a directed network, we have in-coming
links for borrowers and out-going links for lenders. Therefore, it is computed
the out-degree (the number of outgoing links) for each sector by counting the
sectors to which it lends (its debtors) and in-degree (the number of incoming
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links) counting the sectors from which it borrows (its creditors), as follows:6

DO(i) = Ai · 1

DI(i) = A0
i · 1

where i depicts the row of the matrix.
Network density

Connectivity. Network connectivity is the number of links that exist between
sectors (or total node degree) expressed as a share of the total possible number
of links. It represents the likelihood of connection between two sectors in the
system. Let at be the observed number of links (corresponding to positive flows
atij > 0) in the matrix At. With n lenders and n borrowers in the system
network, the degree of connectivity is given by

DCt =
at
n2
t

Figure 2 illustrate the value of these measures for the macroeconomic level
network. Not surprisingly centrality has increased, in particular after 2009.
This corresponds to better market conditions and the foreign aid that Honduras
received during these periods. Density turns to be more informative: The size
of the flows between sectors increased, improving connectivity. In particular, an
important spike occured between 2010 and 2012, consistent with better market
conditions and market confidence regarding political stability.

3.3 Representations

The following figures show the macro networks for 2002 and 2012. Each node
corresponds to a particular sector. The design of the network defines how intense
is the relation between sectors (width of the links) and if there is a bilateral flow
of funds (arrows). Figure 3 depicts the macro networks in two topological styles.
The first element of the panel corresponds to the configuration of the network
in 2002. It is shaped as a polygon as every sector has the same importance for
this display. These types of webs weight equally each sector (node), and allow
us to visualize the concentration or density of each. For instance, 2002 and
2012 (lower graph) show basically the same structure, and certainly that should
be the case, as the intersectorial consistency should hold mostly at all times.

6 Some other topological measures of centrality are node strength: Is the total value of
flows originating or terminating in a given node. In our case, in-strength for sector i (NSI) is
the total amount of cross-sector credit it receives, whereas out-strength for sector i (NSO) is
the total amount of cross-sector credit it lends. Out-strength and in-strength are computed
by substituting matrix A for matrix M in the node degree formulas presented above. Node
strength is the simplest weighted network indicator that captures the intensity of financial
relationships among sectors. Relative node strength: Focuses on the relative importance of
lenders as providers of financial capital, and respectively, that of borrowers as destinations
for financial investment in the network. Borrowerj’s dependence on lender i is the share of
inflows it receives from i in her total borrowing. Hence, relative node out-strength increases
with the lender’s relative importance.
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Network Metrics: Honduras
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Fig. 2: Upper Left: Out-Degree Centrality. Upper Rigth: In-Degree Centrality.
Lower: Density (connectivity)

The strenght of the links for 2012 are depicted on the upper right panel. Some
sectors interact heavily and therefore they have larger centrality. The shape of
the net also describes how central the node, that is, a node far away from the
others implies fewer interaction.

The aggregate macro network gives us some reasonable insights of how sen-
sitive each node might be. However, this will not give us further knowledge of
how the actual lending and borrowing might affect the network. In order to
address this, the banking sector must be included as a second layer in the net-
work. To do so, a second excercise takes into account the number of banks in the
economy, (I), and their weight on overall banking activity. Because the overall
banking assets and liabilities must add up the values found in the OSD, the
second layer should either replace the OSD node or represent an independent
network linked through the OSD node. For simplicity, this excercise will follow
the former rather than the latter. To construct the new links, the banks in the
system are ranked according to their relative size of assets and liabilities within
the whole system. Uniformly they supply funds to the other sectors and the
excess resources are distributed within the interbank links. Loosely speaking
we have:

FAOSD
t =

X

i

�i!S
+ et

Because we use a uniform assignment of funds, then

� =

FAOSD
t

I

However, it may be the case that for some, this value is larger than their own
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Network Representations 2002 and 2012: Honduras
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assets, therefore the following rule is implemented

BAi!S
t = min(

FAOSD
t

I
, BAi

t)

The remaining amount, (et), is then assigned within the interbank network. The
procedure again uses the same iterative rule of uniformly assigning funds until all
are exhausted. Figure 4 shows the weighted networks once we replace the OSD
with banks and its multidimensional representation. The interconnectedness is
complex but we may identify several nodes (sectors or banks) that have more
links. For instance, following the Upper Panel, OSF corresponds to node #2
while node 3 and 4 account for the public sector. Bank 12 (node #18) seems to
be the largest fund provider while bank 10 (node #16) the least interconnected.

Once we allow the desing of the network to account for the strenght and
interconnectedness between nodes (lower panel), we may observe that Bank
12 and 16 are centered and with much more connections. Bank 9 and 10 are
further away from the core as we should expect from institutions with lower
connectedness. The network also shows connection of some nodes to itself: This
is only because in order to match the value of assets with liabilities the equity
has to be considered as a balance that may be available.

4 Simulation and Reconfiguring

Now that we have visualized and to some extent quantified or measured central-
ity and density, this next section will seek to test how a shock in a particular
node would spread across the network. In order to do so, a failure is charac-
terized as the banks inability to back up its liabilities. Once this happens, the
shortage on the asset side of the counterpart will not be able to cover its own
liabilities, and this will reduce the asset side of all its counter parts, this cycle
repeats at every node. Whenever a node’s assets are reduced to zero, then all
its links vanish. The exercise tries to replicate a scenario where an unhealthy
balance sheet firstly reduces the asset value of a particular institution. When
this happens, it is impossible to liquidate some of them to cover liabilities and
comply with contract and borrowing agreements. This event causes every agent
who lended or had a financing agreement with the failing institution to find a
reduction on their available assets, which in turn will not be enough to convert
their own liabilities. This domino effect is allowed to occur with no further
intervention, and the exercise counts the number of steps before the financial
sector simply stops operating (destruction of links). To simulate this, one may
think of the adjacent matrix as a transition system. Since each flow represents
the monetary amount that is exposed between two sectors, then the probability
of spreading the illiquidity to two different nodes would vary according to the
amount exposed between each other. Therefore, the adjacent matrix is nor-
malized in such a way that the liability positions that a particular sector has
with everyone else adds to one. Therefore, each element of the matrix assigns
a share of total borrowing (or lending) to each institution where there is an
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Extended Network Representation 2012: Honduras
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Fig. 4: Upper Panel: Extended Network including comercial banks. Lower
Panel: Extended Network including commercial banks (free designed)
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active link. With no further assumptions involving priority partners or term
contracts, the normalized matrix could be thought as a transition probability
matrix. This new matrix is then used to simulate multiple stories after a shock
hits a particular node. At each stage or propagation, the overall asset/liability
balance is verified. A sector or bank continues operating while it has assets,
eventhough it may be the case that fewer assets creates a larger imbalance.
This would simulate a case where the institutions have to liquidate all their
existing assets before stopping their operations. Implicitly, this assumption is
posing the hypothetical event where the liquidation of assets does not cause a
bank run.7 Once a particular node runs out of assets then it fails to function
and breaks a link. This exercise is repeated by shocking different sectors and
test the propagation of the shock. Figure 3 shows the results of this simulation
process. The upper panel depicts the shock on Bank #17 (node #23), which
is one of the most interconnected. The shock is designed, to reduce its initial
assets on 10%. This shock, given the adjacent matrix, propagates through the
complete network mainly within the largest counterparts at the banking layer
and by impacting the OSF (node #2) at the macro layer. The simulation shows
that after, on average, 14 claims on Bank 17’s liabilities, the institution leaves
the system. However, this is not the first institution to collapse. Bank #7 and
Bank #16 leave the network much before Bank #17. This is due to the com-
position of their current balance sheets and the size of the initial claims that
other institutions had on them. However, when the shock impacts initially a
smaller institution then the propagation effects are milder. Figure 5 lower panel
depicts the effects of this simulation. In this scenario, the shock is imputed on
Bank #10 (node #16), interestingly no financial institution collapses. Indeed,
the same bank is able to stabilize, albeit with lower balance sheet value. The
graph also shows that the effects of the shock are somehow more homogenous
across nodes, compared to the first simulation. These results demonstrate how
the effects in a network might not be linear and to some extent seem to imply
that centrality matters when assessing for propagation and systemic failure.

4.1 The Lender of Last Resort

To explore further the usefulness of a network analysis, a lender of last-resort
(LLR) facility is introduced to compensate for the lack of liquidity. The iter-
ation after the shock remains the same, except for the fact that the lender of
last resort provides resources until the system stabilizes again. The size of the
funds required to stabilized the system would replicate the magnitud of a rescue
package. The lender of last resort, however, will only intervene when a financial
institution suffers twice of an asset liquidation that is not able to fully cover
the claims on its liabilities. That is, whenever the pulse of the shock hits back
the node where it started, and the bank is unable to honor any percentage of
the claimed amount, then the LLR will cover the liquidity requirements. This

7 Another way to think about this, is that everything happens within a single period. All
the propagating effects happen from the moment the institution was shocked until the banking
hours end or the bank collapses.
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Frequency of Claims Received by Each Agent in the Network
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Fig. 5: The Y axis denote relative frequency and X axis the number of the
node. Upper: The initial shock impacted B17 which has one of the most
connections. Lower: Initial Shock through B10 which is one of the least
interconnected.
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may happen plenty of times, as a very interconnected node may propagate the
shock to, say, 4 other nodes which in turn may extend the shock to some other
arms. This procedure might cause at least some of the already harmed nodes to
receive a second round of asset liquidations. This iteration will stop whenever
the system stabilizes again, or it fully collapses. The detailed procedure is as
follows:

• First step, select a specific bank to be shocked or be given an arbitrary
chosen assets haircut. This haircut may be thought in two ways: 1) from
one day to the next, the bank will not have enough money to cover the
liabilities, in fact it will only be capable to cover up to the value of the
assets after the shock. 2) Conversely, this means that a counterpart did
not honor his/her liabilities with the chosen bank.

• The realization of a haircut will trigger an immediate reaction from all
lenders. In fact, all lenders will claim their assets on the affected institu-
tion. However, which lender claims first is given through a random draw
from the network probability distribution matrix. This implies that the
larger the loans given from a particular institution to the affected bank,
the higher probability it has to be the first to claim its assets. Moreover, if
chosen, it will demand the totality of the funds lent to the shocked bank.

• If the bank’s assets are enough to cover the initial claim it goes ahead
and honors the debt. However, a second counterpart, from the remaining
lenders is randomly selected through the probability matrix: again knocks
on the door and makes a claim on the totality of the funds lent to the
shocked bank.

• This iteration continues until the shocked bank cannot cover all of its
liabilities- a default.

• Once this happens, the lending bank sees a haircut on its own assets,
consequently triggering, its debtors to demand their funds back (randomly
following the probability matrix). This includes those banks that defaulted
(have no assets) but they may still have claims on other banks that have
been affected too.

• Whenever, banking institutions see that their assets diminish to zero and
their claims on other banks have zero value, they cease to function, break-
ing all of its links. This is repeated until the system stabilizes itself or it
completely collapses.

When does a LLR come into play? An LLR makes an attempt to save the
system by intervening the moment that the first bank cannot meet its debts
obligations. However, the LLR will only cover those claims once they ran out
completely of assets. That is, a LLR will only intervene the moment it realizes
that there will be no other agents in the network that can recapitalize (claims
on other banks) the banks that see their assets diminish due to triggers.
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Frequency of Claims Received by Each Agent in the Network
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Fig. 6: The Y axis denote relative frequency and X axis the number of the node.
Lender of Last Resort: At every needed stage the LLR intervene causing
the spike on #23.

Figure 6 shows the results of the simulation with a lender of last resort.
The simulation mimicks the aforementioned version for Bank #17. With the
exception that Bank#17 is replaced by the needed size of a lender of last resort to
stabilize the overall system (position #23 in Figure 6). The prescence of a LLR
susbtantially alleviates the impact of the negative shock. The incidence becomes
strongly homogenous across institutions and sectors, improving the risk sharing
capacity overall. Most of the benefits are absorbed by the largest banking
institutions, while the midsize ones remain with a relative high exposure. The
macro layer of the network is the least benefited, as they do not receive a direct
flow from the LLR in terms of funding. Moreover, this outocme to some extent
supports both, the literature results on connectivity and risk sharing, but also
the importance of counting with access to a LLR. Given the composition of
the adjacent matrices and the methodology explained, a LLR makes the system
substantially more resilient to shocks. Unfortunaley, the scope of this network
analysis is not enough to provide a comprehensive strategy to create or form
funds equivalente to a LLR facility.8

8 The IMF in some countries has implemented special credit facilities to respond to these
kind of shocks. However, to gain access to these instruments many monteray and fiscal
arrangements may be needed.
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4.2 Reconfiguring

An important question that arises when any network analysis is used to study
propagation is linked to how and why a particular network is formed. While
literature normally makes use of participation constraints and a game theoretical
approaches to explain how each link is established, from the policy point of view
these stragies may not be fully useful. The most standarized conclusions about
networks imply that a better connected system will create a risk sharing system
that would evenly spread the shock and would not allow itself to fail. From
the point of view of the policy maker, or if we want to think about a policy
planner, the market incentives should be modified to induce a better network.
Moreover, this planner is also concerned with its own participation as a lender
of last resort within the economy. For instance, the fiscal sector would be willing
to intervene if its fiscal and debt sustainability are not at risk. Similarily, the
Central Bank, may be willing to act if its actions would not affect other targets
or its own monetary position. To characterize a novel approach to address
these interesting features, the document models a multiagent economy where
households have preferences over consumption goods and financial products.
Furthermore, firms require of intermediation to function and the banking system
operates by borrowing from agents to later lend to other financial and non
financial agents. The household sector is caracterized as follows

max

C1,C2,B,D
U(C1) + V (B2, D2) + �U(C2)

s.t.

D1 + C1 = Y1 +B2

C2 = Y2 �RB1 +D1R
f

where B is the borrowing from the banking system and D lending to the bank-
ing system. Moreover, the non financial private sector operates with a labor
technology such that

max

h1,L2

f(h1)� wh1 + L2 �RL1

s.t.

wh1  L2

where h stands for the labor demand, L the borrowing from the banking sys-
tem.9 Basically, the firms require credit for working capital; in this two period
modelling L in first period is given. The overall banking system is character-
ized by a single decision agent. They choose elements of their balance sheets to
maximize their intermediation profits:

max

L,B,R
R[L+B]�RfD

9 Conversely, the private sector may be merged into a housohold-firm agent and deal with
only two optmimization problems. The results ought not vary since they are equivalent.
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s.t.

R+ L+B + �(B,L) = D

⇢D  R

where R are required reserves on liabilities and �(·) denotes the technology
of intermediation. Finally, the model is closed by implementing the familiar
market clearance conditions.

Moreover, the behavior of the interbank system (the second layer of the
network) is inspired in similar fashion as Allen and Gale (2000). However,
the model here goes further and departs from their framework by first taking as
given (and using) the current topology of the network (before and after a desired
shock). Given the amount needed to bail the system, the LLR must decide
what is better, either to just raise the funds to help the system or capitalize
n identical institutions that will lend and borrow to the other members of the
financial system. Therefore, the objective is to first optimize the macro level
variables. Second, using the optimization conditions as constrains, simulate a
shock in the financial institution layer and seek to reconfigure a network that
would replicate or maybe improve the current resilience. In other words, the
key decision is how central each node should remain in the second layer. For
simplicity and as before it is assumed that the size of the shock on the assets
of an institution implies a direct fail from the counterparts to cover a fraction
of their liabilities, or conversely the incapacity to honor all its debts. Figure 7
illustrates the logic behind the network structure that is being assumed. Step
by step the reconfiguring procedure is as follows:

• The first layer network has to comply with market clearing conditions
and consistent macro accounting that is incorporated into the multisector
equilibrium. Optimality at this level implies that the links between every
two sectors must comply with the optimality conditions relatied to them.
Moreover, solving the system gives the equilibrium allocation for total
borrowing and lending in the economy (OSD).

• The set of all financial institutions that form part of the OSD in equili-
birum, must match the assets and liabilities of the OSD. If this is not the
case, the hypothetical LLR secures the discrepancies by either holding or
transfering them uniformly across banks. The LLR keeps the net value of
the total discrepancies.

• Once borrowing and lending are in equilibrium in both the macro and
banking system, a shock is intruduced in the same fashion as in the pre-
vious chapter. Thus, the second layer, which represents the interbank
connections is shocked (a single bank) and the LLR reacts to maintain
the macro level equilibrium conditions. That is, given the OSD macro
equilibirum, the LLR transfers, as explained in chapter 3.1, the amount
required to avoid the collapse of the system.
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• Thereafter, this LLR is faced with a choice between introducing up to
n new banking institutions or simply collecting by any other means the
amount of the liquidity demand. If ˆMj(n) represents the network matrix
with n financial institutions at iteration j, F being the liquidity require-
ment to stabilize the system, then the LLR whill choose n such that given
an identical shock s10

Fj+1 = min

n
{F (

ˆMj(n), s), F (s)}

s.t

I+n(j)X

i=0

ˆM i
j(n) · 1 = F (s)

mi!k
j (n) =

F

nK

where i 2 I represents the banking institution, k 2 K the counterpart (K
nodes), and mi!k

j (n) stands for the i, k element of ˆMj(n). Thus, at each
iteration, the new configuration is subject to the same shock (s), obtaining
an update on the funds required to compensate the shortage of liquidity
Fj+1.

• After the first update, the credit shortage acts as a shock to the first layer
(macro layer), and generates a transition path until it reaches back the
previous macro equilibrium.11

• The iteration is repeated until the system overall stabilizes: | Fj+1�Fj |<
✏.

Solving this procedure may be analytically complex and therefore the computa-
tional method is the best way to approach it. Figure 8 shows the results of this
procedure. The upper graph corresponds to the reconfigured network after after
5 iterations and the lower graph after 7. No more iterations were needed as the
next reconfiguration was marginally better than the previous. The procedure
rendered results in line with Allen and Gale (2000), as the incidence after the
shock reduces substantially when the interconnections approach to a complete
network. This is actually a sign of a larger risk sharing, but most importantly to
a larger and homogenous risk sharing. The size of the bail that a hypothetical
LLR would have to apply reduces sharply. In fact, the incidence of the LLR
moves from 26 percent (Figure 6) of the banking activity to about 15 percent
and 11 percent, with 22 and 24 banks, respectively (Figure 9). Moreover, the

10 Recall that here a shock is a story of events randomly drawed from the network’s proba-
bility matrix.

11 The model is simplified by using a two period model. Therefore, at macro level there are
only two values for the involved variables. At every reconfiguring of the network, occurs a
deviation from the equilibrium, however this is restored by the end of the second period since
the model parameters are assume to remain fixed.
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Fig. 7: The two layers of networks linked by the OSD and the existance of an
hypothetical LLR

topological metrics reveal an important result: Node centrality (relative the new
number of nodes) reduces on average for all the members of the network (about
20% less than the original configuration. In contrast, density increases sharply
and above 0.8 (recall that macro density in 2012 was about 0.44). The overall
behavior of the new architecture also responds to a more symmetric composi-
tion, although, the LLR could also be requested to allocate not uniformly funds
across the network.

5 Conclusions

The potential usefulness of network techniques in analyzing interconnections
between different sectors of the economy has not been yet extensively explored.
However, networks in the context of systemic risk have taken center-stage in
academic and policy debates in the aftermath of the 2008-09 global crisis. More-
over, not much is known about the structural properties and time-evolution of
the network of cross-sector linkages, which are key to understanding how a do-
mestic financial system reacts to shocks, and whether and where systemic risk
may emerge. Nonetheless, while there is significant research focused on char-
acterizing financial networks, a benchmark framework where financial networks
interact with macroeconomic sectors is yet absent. This paper aimed to cover
that gap by analyzing a comprehensive network linking the banking institutions
and the main macroeconomic sectors. In order to do so, the main macro ac-
counting interrelations are established consistently across sectors. At the same
time, the banking institutions are characterized through the asset and liability
positions the have with all other agents of the economy. Thus, the channel that
connects the macro sectors and the banks are borrowing and lending. In order
to illustrate objectives of the document a topological approach is used to ana-
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lyze the main features of the current networks. The main findings show that
both, density and centrality have increased, especially after 2009. Furthermore,
to what extent the current configuration of the net is resilient was tested by
a simulation given the implicit probability matrix. In absence of a lender of
last resort, when a shock hits a banking institution with high centrality the
propagation is so strong that the overall banking system collapses. In contrast,
when a low centrality bank is shocked, the system is able to stabilize, albeit,
with lesser value of balance sheets. However, if a lender of last resort exists, the
negative incidence on all members of the network reduces significantly. In fact,
on average the lender of last resort intervenes 26 percent of all transactions.
Unfortunately, this may translate into large amount of resources that might or
might not be available for the economy. This led to questioning could a better
configuration of the network improve risk sharing and minimize the size of a
bail out? To address this, a macro multi-agent model is combined with an it-
erative procedure to find an optimal number of members for the network. The
iterative procedure rendered results in line with some theoretical results. For
instance, given the implicit probability matrix of the network, a more symmetric
and better-connected matrix resulted in smaller bail out amounts and smaller
credit crunches. In other words, the optimal reconfiguring renders lower lev-
els of centrality for all members of the network. Moreover, the incidence after
a shock reduces significantly from an average of 6% to 3%, and interestingly
seems to lead to a more homogenous risk sharing. The lender of last resort is
required only 11 percent of the times, less than half than the current configu-
ration. This results show that given the assumptions a better structure of the
intersectorial network will make the economy more resilient to sudden shocks.
Reducing centrality and increasing density require of important changes on the
main incentives that currently exist. Improved regulation and monitoring are
important but not sufficient to ensure resilience. The figure of a lender of last
resort poses a second complication. The construction of the model assumes the
availability of funds, when actual resources are most likely scarce or conditional.
In any case, both represent challenges, that if addressed seem to strengthen the
overall resilience of the economy. A number of questions emerge from the anal-
ysis. While it has been established that cross-sector lending is a key channel of
transmission of financial crises, how the topology of financial networks relate to
the emergence of systemic risk remains underexplored. How do the properties
of the different networks–– banking, FDI, trade, and remittances––compare and
how do countries’ degrees of connectedness interact in different webs of relation-
ships? What is the empirical relationship between connectedness and the way
in which shocks get amplified or diffused? These and related questions remain
interesting avenues to explore in future work.
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Network Reconfiguration: Honduras
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Fig. 8: Upper Panel: The leftmost network reconfiguration denotes an increase
from 17 banks to 22. The rightmost corresponds to the case where the
number of banks increase from 22 to 24. The weighted representation
depicts a larger number of interconnections and much more symmetry
as the number of banks increase. Lower Panel: Similarly, the leftomost
corresponds to the stage where the net moved from 17 to 22 banks. The
lower rightmost corresponds to the final iteration with 30 banks. The
graphs show how more regular is the network in the second case, due to
a larger symmetry.
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Frequency of Claims Received by Each Agent in the Network
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Fig. 9: The Y axis denote relative frequency and X axis the number of the node.
Upper: Incidence after shock when 22 banks are in the network. Lower:
Incidence after shock when 24 banks are in the network.


